
Man Defense Overview  
 

The following is a list of the principles of defense that the varsity coaches preach and practice every night on the high school varsity team. 

It’s the coaches’ job to be consistent with expectations. Every rep the coaches need to be engaged, and critique player form on defense. 

Fundamentals is our focus! 

1. On ball 

-  Low defensive stance with stick out in front 

2. Play Proper Angles  

- When you practice 1v1's every night, make sure they position themselves at the proper angle 

 - Force opponents away from the cage 

- Defense dictates where the offense goes. ALL youth players must understand this concept! 

3. Body Defense 

- Move feet! 

- Don't focus on teaching anything other than a solid poke check  

- Practicing defense without stick is good for this 

4. Slide early, and you’re never wrong. Slide late and you’re always wrong! 

- Make teams move the ball on us 

- This concept WILL work at every level from 3/4 to HS 

5. Be aggressive! 

- Talk! 

- Turn the poles into ground ball machines. This is where they live. 

  



Drive from “X” Right 

   Before  the Drive        Slide 

 
D1= Hot Slide 

M2= One stick length away from bottom left attack man   

M3= splitting top two midfielders  

 

 



Drive from “X” Left 

 

                   Before the Drive        Slide 

 
 

 

D1= Hot Slide 

M2= One stick length away from bottom Right attack man   

M3= splitting top two midfielders  



Drive from “X” Right 

Triangles Rotate in the beginning of the drive 

 

 

  Before Drive     Offense Rotate      Slide 

 

 
 

 

D1= Hot Slide 

D2= One stick length away from bottom Left attack man   

M3= splitting top midfielder and the bottom Left Zone  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Drive from “X” Left 

Triangles Rotate in the beginning of the drive 

 

Before Drive     Offense Rotate      Slide 

 

 
 

D1= Hot Slide 

D2= One stick length away from bottom Right attack man   

M3= splitting top midfielder and the bottom Right Zone  

 

 



 

 

 

Drive from Top “Left” 

 

   Before the Drive    Lower Crease     High Crease 

   
 

D1= Hot Slide            D1= Hot Slide  

D2= One stick length away from Crease man          M2= One stick length away from Crease man   

M3= splitting top midfielder and the bottom Right Attack man      D3= splitting top midfielder and the bottom Right  

             D4= Splitting bottom Right and Cage 

 

 

 



 

 

Drive from Top “Right” 

 

 

   
 

D1= Hot Slide            D1= Hot Slide  

D2= One stick length away from Crease man          M2= One stick length away from Crease man   

M3= splitting top midfielder and the bottom Left Attack man      D3= splitting top midfielder and the Left Right  

             D4= Splitting bottom Left and Cage 

 

 

 



Drive from Bottom “Right” 

 

   Before the Drive        Slide 

 

  
D1= Hot Slide 

M2= One stick length away from Crease man   

M3= splitting top two midfielders  



Drive from Bottom “Left” 

 

Before the Drive        Slide 

 

 
D1= Hot Slide 

M2= One stick length away from Crease man   

M3= splitting top two midfielders  


